AXED
CLASS GOVERNMENTS
Council Seeks Alternate Plans

To Replace Outmoded Structures

By RON ROT1 I \
thc
Student Council
bomb on class governments yestes
day.
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Record Crowd
Jams Cafeteria
To Hear Birns

Steve Larson. council chairman
told Spartan Daily that suggeslions firs class government replacemonis from interested student,
would be considered by council if
related to any member beim .
March 20 council meeting. ES’ .
dents ean contact council memls,
.it the College Union.

MM.

By STAN Sce.SSCIMENTO
i,.001’d-hreaking crowd jammed
the faculty inning rooms yes -

E!

Since the approved
not become affective ur...
present class government, ’al.’
main, in operation until that date.

to hear Laurence Birns,
...tarn professor of political sci, e discuss Thorstein Veblen’s
"The Higher Learning in

’Felt No Pane,’
Claims Student
After Smash Hit

Awned’ in his book talk. The
were so packed that many
..,.

9’
9’
9’
90
90
50
90
990
5’
50
30
3‘
ET
MOINIMM

turned

away,

because

the

door couldn’t be opened.
Upon commenting on colleges,
Professor Birns said, "American
colleges are being built up as reservation.s with many chiefs but powerful few Indians."
.1100T-LICKERIS’
Buns pointed out that Veblen
analyzed the American economy,
finding that "the college president and all his co-administrators
were boot-lickers to the captains

FRESHMAN CLASS PRESIDENT Art Simburg
tells Student Council that his class will continue
with its projects, even though Council at its
meeting yesterday voted to do away with class
governments in June. Simburg, recently elected
to the office, also asked for any help that

of industry."
Vohlen viewed the university as
siness house dealing in mer,-,sible knowledge, placed under
the governing hand of a captain
of erudition, whose office it is to
turn the account in the largest
fessihle output.
"It is a corporation," Birns
v.,ed. "It comes as a matter of
to rate the university in
,-. of investment and turnover

!

t something un- temperament of
ocenunented Birns. "lie
intellectually to be a
’nO Ii ’n light out Veblen’,
nil i the governing baariuniyessity are worthless for
tisinrs, They are only inteiwith t he instructors, and
- -ren something which
icusiness. aceordinz
They only meddle
.,
:not tem they don’t

Council could give. Rod Diridon, graduate representative and an opponent to ASB Pres. Bill
Hauck’s recommendation to abolish class governments, listens at the left wtIe Hauck listens
at the rights

Physicist Gates Says
Fuse Physics Biology

its termed Velden a 14th ern man eaught up in a material generation. He lived like met* John O’Hara wrote about, ac\’

However, even up to the final
count -down. the 1P1-member legislative body emphasized a need for
an alternate plan to replace the
dying, smoldering class structures.

Speaking In a sizable waiters,
Dr. David N. Gates, atmoispho
and biological physicist. expresscsi
his attempts to fuse the laws of
physics to biology.
"The earth is very fortunate
and iscientistso are very interrested in finding the how and why,"
ho said in his talk last night,
illustrate
to
slides
showing
,e..ny points of his lecture, Dr.

.\plained infra -red thermal
..,01. Some slides were who
termed
laughingly
tistes
er.
-"what not to do with a slide "
they were full of numbers, lines
and scales.
One question of photosynthesis
is that if ultra violet rays are not
!shielded out they would be deSt ri ict ise.

"We also receive heat from the
sky both night and day. This explains why cloudy nights are always warmer- when the night is
clear and dry the absorbed rays
from the day are given off rind
Orson Welles, Paul Newman and not replenished by the infra-rml
in "The heat waves radiated frean the
he universities fail Joanne Woodward star
Hot Summer." tomorrow. clouds."
....islature looks on Long
Flick in T}:55 at
Continuing. Dr. Gates said that
onls refractory mate- night’s Friday
7 30 p.m.
he is looking for "a way to find
, keit nn,
The Flick will he presented in the chemical and physiological
tit flowers in the
tridents, rather than TH55 due to a conflict with the components of plants and humans
must be nurtured," performance of the Alma Trio in and the way that they may be
coupled to our environment."
!funs.
Morris Dailey Auditorium.

Cannes Winner
At Friday Flicks

Dr. William Dusel
To Speak Tonight
At Business Dinner
dent of SJS, will dismiss "Sat
factions in Teaching" at the 2Eith
annual Business Education Dinner
tonight at 7 in the faculty dining
room of the college cafeteria.
The dinner. sponsored by the
Brisiness Education Department
and Pi Omega Pi. is in the interest
of promoting selective recruitment
of business teachers. according
Dr. Edwin A. Swanson, hero’
the department of business .cation. "The annual dinner .i.
become a tradition for both st :dents and faculty members int.-.
ested in the business teacher I’d cation program at S,TS,’ he ..c.,t
High school students intereseco
in business education, as well its
faculty and alumni, will attend the
event.
is hy reservation
It
only at $2 per person.
Further information may be obtained at the Business Education
Office. TIP II or eon -don 2151.

Koa, San Jose
State electrical engineering
-Yurient, and a 10-foot -high
window pane in the Engineer’ mg Building had a disagree- moot yesterday afternoon at
1 .10. It was a draw.
Koa, sophomore from Hong
Kong, had a deeply rut tight
, hand requiring two stitches,
and t he 3x10-foot window
pane was removed.
At the time of the accident.
, ,es.iher
Nrea was re-t.:it:
t.si I io had
Mass to lairjust gone through an engi
?leering midteim.
Koa now wishes that he
old find his books, which
.1 ore scattered at the time of
Iris accident. He lives at 447
S. Tenth St.

Donafi Discusses
’Liberty’ Tax Bill

Ry st oTT MOORE
Tito weight of conservatism is
felt in california.
notch of this poundage.
er.r. molests, the
radieal right
s his

the San Jose Mercury and News.
"How." he questioned, "with only
60,000 votes, ran they possibly
control the GOP?"
Dr Frederic. Weed. head of the
poh Iical science department says,
however, "There is a lot of truth
In what Gov, Fit town says."
"It depends not only on numbers
hut how influent ial and powerful
they are and w hethrt- they ’tan
control any state delegations." lie,

say the "B I r h totally mistaken.
/vista.
,a,1 liberals look for
Ron Birehard, YR president, a
,
ultra -conservative "conservative libertarian." says the
Birch Society does (-rent ensile such
itecov s sTrPs IN
mechanical things to the Party As
fracas stepped "money and mailing lists."
Brown, who is’"Although." he says, "the society
the "Birehers" in - wouldn’t contribute anything MI
’’’y to necupy the me, members tend to he assets if
less
they subscribe to principles of
Ilion replied, "See, government control. Newnan,
A YR adviser. Donald
o- conversely sharpassociate professor of engineering.
,
1.!( ovPrrlOr’,1
logics Is "disappointed that others put
apparent Re"1111111. ej1 ESTIONES)
so much emphasis on
t’ h VIZ Vier president, publican differences"
tic total national Birch
rAnTT M AKEI
crawl -ship at 60,000, Heparts IS
lir stresses that the
have a
ft:ins, he obtained from
made up of -people who

what the ..
common idmi
.
ment should be. whether they
eonseivatives, liberals, or meeeler-,
etas."
Si erne Democratic leaders like
William H. Deal, sire chairman if
the en u n t y Democratic. Central
Committer. says there is "an tilt ma rightist movement to vapture control of the California GOP"
’’This would he the party’s death
if it dnes take place." he said.
Jesse Torres, 535 Demneratic
Club president, says radicals are!
not only a GOP threat. "hut a
,
thiteat to the Democrats also."
Santa Clara County’s Chairman’
of the Demrx-ratic Central Com-1
mittee, John M. Chargin, says that
"The GOP has to be-come more
liberal if it is to survive."
"The radical attempt to gain control helps the Demnerats elect
their eandirlates," he says.
RADII’ %I, TAKE.DIVE.R
Roth Deal and Chargin, however, said that any attempted radii-RI take-over, rightist or left 1st. ’as
not too gond from a Iwo -parts’
standpoint "
Pt’ Weed also agrees "there is

amerted effort of the ti g h t
wingers to gain control, which, he
:aids. "gives them unwelcome
stresses and strains."
tan Theodore M Norton, assistant professor of political science, and a YR adviser, would
"minimize the effects of the Birch
teasiety."
"Hotem er.- he says. "the ultraconservatives are an organized minority, taking over the Yfts by
default "
"The GOP always has hart this
thorn in its side from the eonservat Ives." says Torres, who ArldA
that the ultra -rightists are picking up steam"
nor THORN
Countering Tcerres
statement,
some ennservatives say the GOP
thorn is really liberals, not right
%singers.
YR Vice Pres. rollnerk sat ’s the
GOP "is becoming hasiralls
servative with A minnrits
wing."
"People whee
themsetses
Ruche! and tat -Its Republieans are
actually Dernoerats " he says.
(Continued fill Page 2)

o’. stir .,,,
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tures.

ONE PLAN
(inc plan to iephree the abolished governments h at s already
been introduced in council. Presented by Pat Butler senior representative. and George Drake, freshman ref oresen t a t ve, the’ proposal
calls for freshman -sophomore and
lunini-seneser class committees to
carry re u t traditional activities CI
such as the Gorgeous; Gams and
Ugly Man contests now under the
control if class governments.
Another plan, proposed by Rod
Diridon, graduate ispresentative
and chief opposer cut the abolition,
is still in the formation stage.
After the abolition, a resolution,
submitted by [Slake was passed
whieh said that council’s action
Following the atxilition ref Mass should not be construed as a stategovernment in yesterday’s Student ment of policy contrary to the exCouncil meeting, class presidents istence of class governments. but
had these comments to make con- only an expression of council’s beeerning the future.
lief that class grvernment, as es"We’re going on this semester, tablished in the by-laws, was not
and would appreciate any help effective and must be revised.
from you we can get." said FreshHe also submitted a directive
man President Art Simburg when which requires that council be preaddressing Student Council.
sented with a comprehensive reLater, Simburg outlined a two- port from a eommittee, investigatpoint plan of action. 1. He tea ing several alternate plans. at next
class government should continue’ week’s meeting
LENGTHIC nr:n.vrt:
I,, offer "limited- social services
A lengthy debate preceded the
2. He wants to instigate a Plan for
the "complete revitalization of aetion. It concerned the repealing
cif Articles I and II ref the by-laws
clam government."
Junior Class President Ron without having an immediate plan
Smith had no plans. hut stated. "I to replace them.
Graduate Representative Pete
really don’t think you’re going to
’ come up with art alternate plan un- Briggs said it was not parallel to
past council policies to repeal a byless it is committees."
Drawing from his experience, he law without instituting a replacesaid it was diffieult to get students ment immediately.

ass Officers
State Views
On Abolition

I’, participate in government "u n- I
I.s.fs they really want to, and tho,ion’t want to."

,lass

,
I

James E. Donate, Chairman for!
the California Committee ror Economic Freedom and Los Gatos
councilman, v -ill speak on the
Liberty Amendment at the S.IS
Young Reptiblicans meeting tonight at If in S164.
The Liberty Amendment, adoptest by six ,",I"1"s to date. would

Of HUH Attend
Spokane Meeting

Maurice Jourdane . sophom .
president, said class
’
’tient "has become sort of
It’s ’class government nc,
es anything, hut it’s not I
--semething which isn’t helinns cis
sseaol
on
Scx
thine might as well not exist."
United Nations Secretariat left
folJourdetne said he intends to
yesterday for Spokane Wash., to
low up some ideas on the positicen attend a reeiona I nici,ting for
of class government that his class MUN.
submitted to Inter-Class Council.
While in Spokane students will
Senior Class President
check on the progress of Whit Macpherson said. "If you replace \email College. host her the 1964
class government with an appoint- session.
eomnuttee, it will be about the
This should give students an
same."
idea of ti-cc’ terrific amount of
lie explained that the senior! planning that goes into these fourclass problems were limited since day sessiotts.’ Sam Obregon. MLTN
the abolition doesn’t go into effect secretary - general
emphasized.
until June 7
’While’ we are busy preparing for

Discuss Students
Low Cost Trips

the April 21-2’7 session. Whitworth
workmg on next sear’s

Satlieday Sam Ohregon. Erie
, Rasnmssen. Richard Quigley. Tom
King
Schmitz and Enid
I Munsinger will attend a regional
Work study and trici.
or Eu- meeting at Eastern Washington
rope will he discussed tonight by College with 31 member schools.
a Illork",("IlialiVe f r m t ’
States National Student Alien.
it7SN5AI at 8 in THL:ii
Ellen Resider, representing tit.
nomprotit student organizatic
ruill also tell of a forthcoming ti.
’ Wahl Y. If is et during Easter recess.
yesterday
,
c.., ...:.t
.
offers low cost travel’ following an ’deer operation. He
,:-ogrnms to college students. Fur-. IS reported to be doing "o’er’,’
hot* information may he ahtitned well." it is not known when Dr.
.1 the meeting.
SS-ahlquist will he back on campus

Pres. Wahlquist
Returns Home

Right-Left Controversy Rages On
EDITOR’S NOTE Tlea is The fourth
" I Serie% of see.-.Irs on the SJS ’(Rs
"(I the effects
of conservatism on
’Iv GOP and on eollega campuses.

Air oriole actoes r , , .5, a result
a proposal submitted by ASH.
ises. Bill Hauck two weeks ago,
inch called for the repeal of Articles I and II of the ASH by-laws,1
which set up class governments. At
that time Hauck said these govern merits serve "no meaningful purpose" and should be junked and re-

JAMES DONATI
. . . YR speaker
eventually abolish income, .-t .to
and gift taxes. It also wcaild imnul
the government’s participation in
business.
,
The amendment has been intmdueed into the California legis.1
lattire with a hearing scheduled
in the Rules Committee on April 9
Dorian helped des elop the
amendment. fie is a graduate Santa Clara University.
Ron Birehard. Muth president
and chairman for the evening said
he hopes all interested stildents
will attend
The group meets regidarly every
second and fourth Thursday. Refreshments will he served after
the meeting.

Frosh Camp Forms
.5
tion as a Freshman Camp main.’
selor next fall may get applications
at the College- I
starting
Monday. March 15. reports Pam
Stodclaivi, publicity director.

Rally Group Schedules
Tasty’ Spirit Delight
Three
Onon
i
"chefs" plan to dish out spirit as
Campbell manufactures soup
a
careful blend of the finest ingredients simmered into a well-flasoced
brew.

the uiemii.
. includes Dec
hilt, head s’etusi eirl. Mike Freed.
Rally Committee chanman: Dick
Harris, head yell leader
Redhead Dee Hill. sophomore sodiology major, heads the Spartan rues. Der hopes her new group
will he n
in attend more 196364 football and basketball games
I’’---. the away from home. -This year we’ve
Death Valley session 01 Field had the problem nt transportaStudies in Natural Histors should tion." she said.
Workshops got underway Tuesattend the first
nrganizational’
day for four permanent and twee
meeting tonight at 7 in 5142
The $16 food and room fee will alternate position., on the Spartanhe collected and sign-ups for cook- ettes. "Girls still interested can ating groups will he taken. announeed tend tonight’s workshop at 7 ism.
Mrs. Dorothy Ellis, school secre- in MG207, according to Dee.
Apjsanted Rally Commit testary.
Those whn will be tinn hle to ehaimian recently. Mike Freed.
attend the meeting should get in ’hinirer business management major
touch With the ramp director. BS" - stresses that he hopes tee build the
con Rollineem. at the building and. committee’s prestige "We viiint to
grounds office in the corporation have ci more functional organization," he said.
yard

Death Valley Trip
Organizes Tonight

911111111811--
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R.O.R.F.’ Dorman Madness?

Thuridav March LI 19E9

Dark, ’Horror Movie’ Scene
Is Really Scientific Experiment
,N111111
satin. :a a dark
A
room no more than 30 sq. ft.
large squeezing a dynamometer.
A .22 caliber pistol is firing behind her and electrodes are attached to her trembling hands.
A clock is constantly ticking.
It may sound like a scene from
a horror movie but these are just
the elements which constitute
part of Miss Martha Yates’. instructor of physical education,
master’s degree project.
Miss Yates’ theory is that
people rarely reach their maximum physiological level of
strength. She says "the reason
is psychological rather than
physiological." By employing
’psychological ’motivational devices and stresses she has confirmed this idea.

al

etlut .taal

t

BARE SQUEEZE

TEST GRIP

For the first five minutes of
the third session the subject continuously squeezes her bare horst
Following are 10 grips at intervals. Sometimes the subject must
shout and the gun is used also.
The first five minute procedure

Her project involves testing
the grip strength of 30 San Jose
State co-eds. Most of the girls
are freshmen and sophomores
and come from many different
majors. These girls are from her

HAWAII
PLAN
NOW
STUDENT TOURS
To be are of a summer df sun and fun, plan now. We take
care of the- etails: you take a carefree trip. See us soon.

CALL CY 3-1031

t -m travel agency
60 NORTH FIRST ST.

C

alit)

volunteered their services.
Miss Yates’ project requires
four fifteen-minute sittings for
her subjects.
The first session consists of
squeezing a dynamometer at 60
second intervals ten times. The
dynamometer measures pounds
of pressure of the grip.
During the second sitting the
subject shouts while she squeezes
the dynamometer. So me t line
during the 60 second interval
between squeezes Miss Yates is
likely to shoot a .22 caliber pistol
with extra loud blanks. This device may or may not increase
the grip strength or it may
simply unnerve the subject and
give her a splitting headache
as a souvenir of the session.

SAN JOSE

lo

lit. tut t.

1.0 il.;Llt

110WeVCr.

a Yates has found that this
fatigue ,loesn’t necessarily affect the total grip strength in
that session
The fourth session is by far
the most nerve racking of all
Everything Is thrown at the subject: the gunshots, the shouting
and electrodes attached to the
hand. A shock is given if each
grip pressure isn’t an improvement over the previ..us sittings.
This device motivates the student
to grip harder than ever and
also makes her regret that she
tried so hard before.
She said that students react
in two different ways to the
electrode stress. Some exert
more grip pressure and others
may lose as much as 20 pounds
pressure. She says, "those who
full apart under the stress are
those who do poor work under
pressure -- say in an examination. I can tell by looking at my
records if a student works well
under pressure."
Further explaining the details
of her experiment she says tad
the grip is used "because, It is
the best indicator of total body
strength. It correlates closely to
body weight."
Her tests, as well as others,
have proven that physiological
strength is increased when outside factors are brought in, more
so with men than women. She
said that women hesitate to
exert maximum strength because
of the social implications involved.
S1i,
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Page 1)
(Continued f
He applauds those liberals who
already have left the party, as
well as those conservative Democrats who are joining the Republicans,
Former YR Pres. John Gustaf

14 01*

----
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NOTHING IN THE STORE OVER 88
QUILTED FOAM, HAND WASHABLE BATHROOM RUGS .. 88c
QUEEN SIZE TV TRAYS

88c

JUMBO GARMENT BAG

88c

NOTIONS.
CERAMICS,

THE NEWEST

PLASTICS,

RETAIL IDEA

CLOTHING,
TOYS,
.
HOUSE HOLD
ITEMS,
all

88c

That illustrious group was
from Markham Hall and on that
day the idea of a Military Ball
on a dorm-wise basis was born.
This weekend the first "encampment" of the Markham
Battalion, 69th Regiment, will
be held. The dance will be open
only to Markham residents and
their dates so a request has
been made that the "camp site"
not be given.
Some of the men are still
scraping together military costumes. The outfits may be as
makeshift as possible. Some are
renting materials from war surplus stores. No restriction has
been set except the costumes
should be in the "military
theme."
Women may don either men’s
or women’s military clothing or
may go all out to impersonate
such famous figures as Mats
Hari and Toyko RUM’.
But if you prefer just plain
civvies, come anyway.
A prize will be awarded the
best dressed couple. No admission charge Is required. All you
need Is your bid, a pair of large,
mock dog-tags.

Brown Says Birchers
Aim for White House

,_ , ING/
I
THE 88, STORE

, spi

CAROL sWENSEN
R.O.R.F. Drill Team (? I.Ring a bell? Remembei back to
last year’s Pushcart Parade
doh% ’duals
is hen a number of
dressed in military costumes and
armed with water pistols and a
home-made trench mortar made
their appearance?

SINCE THE
So & 100

STORE

i
t

,

8,888 ITEMS AT 88 EACH

198 South First St. -

son agrees with Pollacck, sajing
that people who support Rockefeller are "leftwing extremists."
"Ideally, the GOP," he says,
"is not a place for liberals; it is
a conservative political party."
Many conservatives and GOP
leaders vigorously disagree with
this reasoning.
Dr. Norton retorted that "The
attempt to exclude from the
party all who are not vigorously
conservative will simply destroy
it and leave a group who succeed in taking over the corpse
of the GOP."
Dr. Weed condemned it as "the
type of things that make the
party more of an extremist
group."
"Responsible political leaders
frown on the assumption of extreme attitudes," he said.
"If the parties should move to
extreme positions, left or right,
then every election would become a crisis," he added.
He says the parties "must appeal not only to faithful adherents but to those in the middle

DRESSED TO KILL are residents of Markham
Hall as they prepare for their mock Military
Ball this weekend. From left to right are Frank
Peacock, Brent Webb, Jim Hyde, Robert Sletten and Ed Wood. The idea for this dance was

AOPi Moms Set
Fashion Fair’
"Fashion Fair" will be presented Saturday, March 23 at
1:30 p.m. by the Mother’s Club
of Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority.
The annual spring event,
which serves as a money-raising project, will be held at 408
S. Eighth St., San Jose.
Fashions, modeled by both
mothers and collegiates, will be
provided by LaVerne’s Dress
Shop, San Jose. Both casual and
formal wear will be shown.
Tickets can be obtained by
calling Mrs. Fred Smith, chairman of the show, at 292-9875.
The cost is $1.25. Refreshments
will be served.

dreamed up last year at the Pushcart Parado
when the Markhamites previewed their R.O.R.F,
Drill Team. They will dance instead of march to
the very unmilitary sounds of Tom Brooks anti
his Collegiate Jazz Quintet

You’re All Imited
to the
grand opening
of
9ite
Friday, Saturday and Sunday
1, get 1 Free
Pizza Buy
FretBurgers Buy 1, get 1
Coffee 5c
Free Ice Cream for Children
520 Al.NIA

More than one out of every
four SJS students is married.
Latest figures show 27? per cent
are married

"Although," he pointed out,
"California has always attracted
unusual extremist movements
some lasting longer than others."
BIRCHERS EXAMPLE
He said the Birch Society is
just such an example.
Most Ylts, however, seem to
agree with active member Jim
Avery, who says, "There is a
general conservative trend."
He says "People are sick of
chasing after Democrats."
Torres, on the other hand, says
this is "a narrow and bigoted
argument,
He said the Democrats "would
welcome a Kuchel, Javits, or
Rockefeller.
Torres feels "they’d all be accommodated in the Democratic
party."

Sizattan2)aiiii
Entered as second class matter April
24. 1934, at San Jos, Californic under the sof of March 3, 1879. MOT.
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ibisilGINALDEFECTIVE

You ga:s have been buying
boys White Levi’s and altering
them. No need for that now
. we’ve got them perfectly
proportioned to fit YOU
in waist sizes 22 to 28.
These will go fast!

4.98
YOUNG CALIFORNIA SHOP,
SECOND FLOOR

SHOP MONDAY, THURSDAY and FRIDAY NIGHT UNTIL 9 00

FIRST 41 SAN CARLOS

Flying Twenty Off ers ’Airy’ Spartans
A Chance To Take to the Blue

It) MANUEL A% ILA
’Die Hying Twenty, an on
rumpus organization, of fers
senbeis of the San Jose State
CARS AVAILABLE
To Be Driven To Oregon
Gas Allowance
CALL 294-4243

Smart Students
SAVE
3500 On Men’s and Women’s
-

Clothes At

II ilal(j1111..f
rt Parade
R.O.R.F.
march to
rooks and

Led

Student Clothing Union
121 S. 4th- acros,

College community a chance to
fly or leaf n how to, at a fraction
of the regular custs.
Started in 1939 by nine alt.
minded students, the club was
incorporated in 1948 under California state law as a non-profit
organizat
Membership is open to any
male or female students attending SJS. Qualifications are being
a fully enrolled student and having an ASB card. Minors are re(Mired to obtain written permission from their parents.
Each member buys a one-year
fain-refundable $25 share. The
club dues are $7.51) pet’ month,
Also available ate associate
metnbssrsnlys, SSW. These ale
lot
notef1ying members whieh
v,ve all the benefits ot full
twrs, up to and including finagling flying mends:is for trips,

FIVE INSTRUCTORS
The club has five instructors
who will teat-h student pilot members for costs far below regular rates t$4.00 instructor, $5.00
planet.
Your reporter talked the Flying Twenty into letting him have
a demonstration f11;:ht, something which the club will do for
any interested student.
l’he club regularly operates
out of Reld’s Hillview airport,

FSpeech and Drama
Derailment
PreseraN

qeorge
Iatollate
PUppet4
A
SOPHISTICATED
ADULT REVIEW

How’s
your
e-cue

Latshaw’s Material Ranges
From a Satire on Mickey
Spillane to "Taming of the
Shrew" in Glove Puppet
Hand -o mime.

Did you know fashion in
make-up is changing drastically...did you knots the look
is niore natur,11- that sooty
eyes are out and subtle, soft
shatious are in? NIvilt Norman brings you the Pale Eye
Shadows in Green, Blue,
Violet ...see them and t r y
111"
them at

One Show Only
Tomorrow Night
.Friday, March 15
, Nat, (.,;11rt Theatre

noRmnn

MERLE

I Bus I)flice I him 1-5 p.m.
I Today and Friday
18:15 p.m.
Adm. 750;

Ats

E. San
Downtown San Jo
:1-7;o11)

TONIGHT thru SATURDAY

THE FOLK THEATRE
970 So. 1st
presents

classical and flamenco guitarist

EDWARD ELLISON
a

program of international folk music

plus
RAND, BOB, AND ALEX

FOLK TRIO

Thursday - Sunday

8 p.m. - 2 a.m.

5es/Ave $14T(
TROPICAIRE
DRIVE-IN
DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES ’
A CHILD IS WAITING"

TwinVue DrireIn
soufk tcreen

near the east foothills, between
Tully and Cunningham roads,
Reid’s Hillview found me easing the airport early Sunday afternoon. The plane we were going
to fly in was a Cessna 140- one
of two airplanes that the club
owns.
The pilot was Ron Philgreen,
a well-built, confident looking
student with ovei 70 hours in
the air. Philgreen is a fully licence,’ pilot.
Before we could take off, Phil green pulled what is known as a
pre-flight cheek. This means that
he looked ovet the whole plane
to see if everything was in works
ing order.
Philgreen checked the engine
mounts and the motor. The 1116
tor Vitt; a dinkybstking
horseisaver, four -cylinder engine
that wilts’ the plane tilting at ou
or so miles an hour.

SAFETY ISLETS
%Vt. squeezed into the plane,
fumbled around a hit; it was a
tight fit, and tied the safety
belts.
Philgreen yelled "clear!", and
pulled the starter.
The mot, is’ whirred a bit,
coughed, burped once and started. We taxied out to the runway.
Thsle, Philgreen held a final
;lief*: engine
I, eleetrie I low,
tachometer, (tills critic like a
bowl of jelly below "I’’, and the
control wheel. Yes, the funny
slabs hanging on at the edge of
the wing moved.
Philgreen revved the engine,
moved out onto the end of the
runway, stopped a second, gave
one final glance at the instrument panel and started the plans.
down the runway.
The small Cessna seemed to
.’limb straight up; everything,
people, planes, Cars, buildings,
just seemed to shrink. Thor was
no sensation of climbing.
W1 headffl north, and flew
straight out.
Five, seven, nine hundred feet,
tip we went; finally, at 3,000
feet, the valles lay before us.
The VifW WilS misty.
The Santa Clam Valley was
embraced in the annoying mixture of smoke, log anti automobile exhaust fumes known as
smog.
"That’s the stuff we’re breathing," said Philgreen, relishing a
grin at the sick look that was
gracing my face.
The pilot cleared the area, and
we were soon over San Jose
State. For the first time, I svas
able to see it all at once.
Philgreen then maneuvered the
plane around and demonstrated
a few banks; a gentle, curving
one, and a steep bank in which
the sky seemed to want to trade
places with the earth.
As we flew on I felt reassured
"...1,1,000 hours of flying time
... no serious accidents ... one
rear flat tire .50 trips around
the world ... 1.250,000 air miles
with no fuss ..." Yeah, the Flying Twenty was doing all right
for itself.
"We’ll fly over my house," said
Philgreen. We flew.
’There it is," he said. "right
near where the buildings curve
around."
"Yes," I answered.
"O.K., now we’re flying right
over it; there, see that house
with a swimming Pool?"
"Yes," 1 answered.
"Right next to it, behind that
home there, near the corner,"
said Philgreen.
"Yes," I said.
I was feeling pretty dumb just

STILL IN ’63

"WHO’S GOT THE ACTION"
-PERIOD OF ADJUSTMENT"

400 South First St.
Defies *eery taboo
I SPIT ON YOUR GRAVE"
SILENT WITNESS"

JUMBO"
"PERIOD OF ADJUSTMENT"

24c

7
TOW N E CY
306(

I

1433 TI.. Alarndo
VIRIDIANA"
’ 14, your ssssss like nothing
.
won bsloss.
"THE RISK"

396 South First
"Courtship of Eddie’s Father n

ARATOGA
OS

14502 Illa Bail. Way
SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER"
4,1
GIRL WITH A SUITCASE"

’SASKATCHEWAN"
Al,

LA id

II It,t 1{111:1,1,
Chips
MU Pit 1.1,
I 0111.ilgo
Lettuce
onion.
11./;/,
Delic;ous

’THE 111.1i1:1.1i HOUSE
um F. 5,1411.1 4 i.irs. ’,An

about then. I don’t think I could
have found his home with a map,
a seeing-eye dog and a puck of
bloodhounds.
From 3,000 feet, there were
nothing bu t cutout, cardboard
dollhouses. And they all looked
;dike.
It was getting dark, and the
smog was hid enots:h. SC1 we
headed back for Reid’s Hillview
anti its dinky 2,700-foot runway.
"Can you find the airport’!"
asked Philgreen.
Nossioono, no, I couldn’t. Not
even with a map. Everything
looked the same from 3.000 feet.
Philgreen found It, and brought
the plane down into a glide. He
started 11 turn arid it seemed tis.

;

Tot

a king time in finishing.
The runway begins on the
northern side of ’Dilly road. On
the southern side of Tully road
there is a golf course. The golf
course has many high trees.
We headed right for some very
tall and hard -Looking vegetation.
"Don’t those trees cause you
some trouble?" I asked, a bit
apprehensively.
He didn’t answer. We eleared
the trees, h it the runway,
bonnoed once and rolled along
The runway was bumpy
Down and safe.
Could I go up again? Possds
If I had an asSsiciate men,’.
ship, then I could finagle a ;
with a pilot whenever I cosi.:
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WHITE ROSE QUEEN
The semi-finalists in Sigma Nu’s White Rose Queen contest
are: Julia Jenson, Mary Madden, Kappa Alpha Theta; Ann Chambers, Sue Gardner, Delta Gamma; Kathy Grigsby, Alpha Omicron
Pi; Jenny !tarts, Marvis Baer, Kappa Kappa Gamma; Dejon Coffin
Alpha Chi Omega; Chris HOOWT, Gamma Phi Beta; and Bonnie
Lewis, Sigma Kappa.
The culmination of the contest will take place at the Squasi
Valley overnight on April 20 when one of these ladies will succeest
Carolee Schradel, Kappa Alpha Theta, as queen.
COMMUNIST PARTY
Communist Parts
Sigma Phi Epsilon will hold its
Friday night at a secret location.
The Sig Ep hearse, containing a replica of the buds of Joseph
Stalin. will lead the police-escorted c-auas an to its destination.
Prizes will be awarded the brothers and dates wearing the most
unique costumes.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
The SJS Memorial Chapel was the location for the Alpha Tas
Omega initiation ceremony. Those initiated were Terry Bell, Gary
Brenneman. Craig Carpenter, Gary Cooper, Cliff Draeger, Dan
Donahue, Terry Donahue, Mike Germaine, Gil Hollasvay, Mark
Hutchins, Duane Kime, Tom Morehouse, Jim Pryor, Boh Schneider.
Jim Spear, Bob Splan, Roger Sutter. Gene Timken, Trig Tregellis,
Larry Toscano, Bob Varner, Bob Vincent and Bill Walkup,
Mike Hooper was selected for the outstanding brother award
and Tom Morehouse, the outstanding pledge.
THETA CHI DREAM GIRL
Five finalists for Theta Chi Dream Girl were selected Monday
night. Selection of the Dream Girl and her four attendants will be
made Friday, March 29, at the California Country Club, Burlingame
The finalists are Judy Brewington and Julie Wilson, Delta Gamma.
Carol Fuller, Kappa Kappa Gamma; Jody Kaiser, Alpha Phi; and
Pat ,Shultz, independent.
SWEETHEART OF SIGMA CHI
The brothers of Sigma Chi have narrowed their Sweetheart of
Sigma Chi candidates down to six semi-finalists. The ladies are:
Chris Stange, Alpha Chi Omega; Val Tilt, Alpha Omicron Pi;
Arleen D’Arcy, Chi Omega; Sharon McPhee, Gamma Phi Beta;
Betty Gamage. Kappa Kappa Gamma; and Pam Lashlee. Alpha Phi
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By CAROL SWENSEN
Society Editor

The time has come to bring this pressing problem to the public
eye. The problem the constant struggle to see who can produce
the lousiest sound which comes closest to equaling the sonic boom.
In other words, how to drown out the noise coming flom the
apartment below.
Its our building apartments Sforell and 12 never stop competing.
The rivalry begins with the longest -ringing alarm and ends with
nightly somersault practice.
Also vying for top honors are blasts from the stereo and the
continuous twangs of guitar practice sessions emanating from both
apartments.
For special effects there is door-slamming, noisy water pipes:
and the popular indoor apartment sport four squarewhich can
be played either on the ceiling or the floor.
Just what will they think up next?

Lo r-
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St. Patrick’s
Day Cards
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Apartment 7 vs. 12
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Modern() ii’
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA. s’r.

Professionc! PilorraaciLfs
PHONE CYpress 3.770
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STR:ETS
SAN JOSE CALIF

1.‘.:::!1!GHT

077.14

Soft Drinks ON T::4?

Enjoy
for study breeAs
for parties
for dinner

C GG1
862 No. 13th Street
rmuir 11.,-1 st
Open 4-12 p.m. daily

71 2 a.m. Fri & Sd

Closed Wednesdays

P.S.: We Deliver

Co1 CV 2-’77 17
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72 S. First St.
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610 S
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’GO
GREEN’
The Spartan Daily "Green" comes tomorrow! The "Green" is a special section of
the Spartan Daily devoted to entertainment, including stories and advertisments
on things to do and places to eat. This is
your entertainment guide. So look for the
"Green." Tomorrow and every Friday in
the Spartan Daily.

I

II

.5 i .

72 S. First St,
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

i
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Weitskite Si-noising Centur
I ag0 $
KO Ave.
Phone .9-3051
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Mock Labor, Management
Meeting Simulated Tonight

’CITY IN MOTION’ ADMIRED

Thuso4at. Nt.ach 14, 1063

4--APATTAN DAILY

Peace Corps Meeting
Slated Cm. Saturday
TIti.
l.". :U1
will sponsor a met- .
.oros Satorlay mort,:ti .
Selen c Buildimt, San Fran, City Coneee.
Franklin Williams. U S. Peace
Carps, Liirector I the di -ision Of
private organizations of the Pe;we
Corps tind Congressman John F.
Shelley i1) -Sun Franiisco will be
guest speakers on the program.

arztarViZZI,JIMS7Z/LINP

4
.4.D
..
4,4

.-

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
,6
Golf Course
,P

50 ‘

FOR GREEN FEES
WITH COPY OF THIS AD

rc. ,.-;

10TH & TULLY ROAD
La’. Sun & Ho days excluded’

A program simulating a collet.live bargaining session, with federal mediators acting as representatives of labor, management
and mediation sex-sire itsonoFigpeedhnteritaittl)
all interested Pe
6:45 in 5142.
Ten members of the

imites all col interested in the
C.,11, to attend
Williams will speak on opportenities offeerd by the Peace
Corp-% and Congressman Shelley
sill tilkon recent Domestic Peace
Corps proposals and the You
Employment Act ’YEA 1 which he
sponsored recently in the House of
representatives.
The YEA offers opportunities ta
lie unemployed similar to those a:
old Civilian Conservation Con,
the Roosevelt administration
F ha YEA will be directed toward
1yed high school students

A Complete Line of Parts & Arcssoiies
Phone 292.3547
3,/ & San Sel,Sele
T V Antennas
Armsi,ong Tires
Howard Zink Seat Co,.’

SJS STUDENT Gretchen Green (second from
right) explains a part of her painting, "City in
Motion," to members of the campus chapter of
Delta Phi Delta, national art fraternity. The

S.J.S. Students Special!
EUROPEAN TOUR
led by /

MI:,

( ’KWh.

June 13
July 22

Denmark

Luxembourg

Germany

Austria Italy
Switzerland

Prance

Via
Pan American
it

TOUR PRICE $1,235
for additional information

call or write:

Butch Krikorian
50 Hawthorne Way San Jose
CY 2-8653

Looking on are (I. to r.), Joan Bynon, Darrell
Ebert, Keith Clark, and Dr. Robert Coleman,
fraternity adviser.

I.A. Delegates Attend
San Francisco Convention

10 countries -6 weeks
England

case Galleries in Palo Alto through April 6.

members are exhibiting their works at the Show-

Butch Krikorian

Holland Belgium

The San Jose State Industrial Dr. Daniel Lopez, professor of inArts Department will present an dustrial arts and editor of the
exhibit and send faculty repre- CIEA NEWS: and Angus Macsentatives to the 34th convention Donald, assistant professor of inof the California Industrial Edu- dustrial arts.
cation Association I CIEA) in San) Accompanying the exhibit and
Francisco this week.
representing the department are:
The convention exhibits will be Donald Betando, assistant profes;it Brooks Hall, San Francisco sor of industrial arts; James BabCivic Center. They will be open cock, assistant professor of indusit the public. Ninety exhibitors trial arts; Dr. Wayne Champion,
and more than 130 booths are professor of industrial arts and
Jack Crist, assistant professor of
scheduled.
SJS participants in panel dis- industrial arts.
The convention is primarily of
cussions are: Dr. Ralph Bohn. head
1 the Industrial Arts Department; interest to persons concerned with

Get Luc

Play "Crazy Questions"
50 CASH AWARDS A MONTH. ENTER NOW. HERE’S HOW:
First, think of an answer. Any answer. Then come up with
a nutty, surprising question for it, and you’ve done a
’’Crazy Question." It’s the easy new way for students to
r-ise loot. Study the examples below; then do your own.
t;’ern. with your name, address, college and class.
tc GEf LUCKY. Box 64F, Mt. Vernon 10, N. Y. Winning
r,,S will be awarded $25.00. Winning entries subled on the inside of a Lucky Strike wrapper will get a
..7.2-3.00 bonus. Enter as often as you like. Start right now!

,a 0, book ’ The Curiae Mon "I

RULES, The Reuben H. Donnelley Corp. will judge entries On the basis of
humor (up to ,,,, clarity and freshness (up to VO, and appropriateness (up
to l/,), and their decisions will be final. Duplicate prizes will be awarded
in the event of ties Entries must be the original works of the entrants and
must be submitted in the entrant’s own name. There will be 50 awards
every month. October through April. Entries received during each month
will be considered for that months awards. Any entry received after April
30. 1963. v,,1 not be eligible, and all become the property of The American
Tobacco Company Any college student may enter the Contest, except employees of The American Tobacco Company, its advertising agencies and
Reuben H. Donnelley, and relatives of the said employees. Winners will be
notified by mail Contest subject to all federal, state, and local regulations.
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industrial education.
The SJS exhibit will illustrate
the many opportunities for students at SJS and the varied research projects they can pursue
in their related field.
Included in the convention schedule will be an address by Dr. Max
Rafferty, California superintendent
of public instruction, on Saturday
at 9 a.m. in Brooks Hall.
In connection with the CIEA
convention the Bureau of Industrial Education began its annual
conference yesterday. Ending tomorrow, this is the 25th meeting
of the CIE and it will closely combine its schedule with the CIEA
convention. The lectures and discussions of the group are not open
So the public. They will be in the
Sheraton-Palace Hotel.

SJS Prof’s Paper
Chosen for ’Voice’
A paper by Dr. Peter Koesteni baum, associate professor of philosophy, has been selected to be
read over Voice of America as
part of its forum lecture series.

The text of Dr. Koestenbaum’s
talk, which was review by Time
magazine, will also be published
In pamphlet form by the Voice of
America for overseas listeners.

’Normal Times’
Although times were not always
normal, the "Spartan Daily" was
called "The Normal Times" when
SJS was State Normal School at
San Jose,

Ba+2Na
-J

ATTENTION!

Get
Luc
me taste to start with.. the taste to stay with
THE QUESTION IS: HOW DO YOU HIT THE BULL’S.EYE FOR GREAT SMOKING
TASTE? Let the big red bull’seye on the Lucky Strike pack be your target. It’s a
sign of finetobacco taste you’ll want to settle down and stay with. And the sign
of the most popular regular-size cigarette among college students, to boot!
Prided I tkdrvaiean de&noo-

YOUNG ADULTS ACCOUNTS INVITED!
A Complete lisa if Nationally Advertised Products

Phonographs
HIT’ Sets
Radios
Electrical Appliances

Engagement Rings
Wedding Rings
Watches
Birthstone Rings
Costume Jewelry
I. D. Bracelets
Clocks
Cameras
Binoculars
Electric Shavers

Dinnerware
Silverware
Watch and Jewelry
Repairs
Tape Recorders

No Money Down

A Year To Pay

FREE
PARKING
validate

all
downtown
lot
tickets

65 So.
First St.
downtown
CV 2-4910
open until
9:00 p.m.
Mondays. Thursdays,
Fridays

211 Valley Fair
CH 83010
F’devs
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Ye

al director of the Federal Mediation Service, will be on hand tc
answer questions at the uornple.
lion of the meeting.
This will be the thin! ViSii from
the mediation service. According
to Donald Game], assistant ’,rote,
sor of business, the experiencei
mediators give a highly realists
informative program.
Students and faculty returning
Members of personnel ,ISAneia.
from Easter vacation will find exare ,,x 1igt,,r
agnd1;:it.ted
to
nttahteasre
nevi
i nrS Se
panded library facilities awaiting :lePe
them. The reason: the section attend,
The nature of the potratn
which connects the north and
quires close proximity ol audience
south wings will reopen on April
and mediators. Professor Camel
16, almost two years after its points out that the room,
Sill
closure to repair badly sagging will only seat approximately .250
and
persons
reconunends
floors.
that in.
The faulty floors caused the sec- terested persons attend early to
tion, originally completed in 1956, be assured admittance.
to be declared unusable, but not
Se en times inore grad
.
unsafe. Work was begun last
Aug. 19 to level and strengthen dents arc studying at
the floors; the cost was $169.750. than 10 years ago, while the o
The reopened section will be all enrollment of all student, :
designated Main Library, accord- only tripled.
ing to Miss Joyce Backus, college
librarian, and will house the library’s offices, card catalog, cir- See us for all your bakery needs.
Wedding cakes, party pastries,
culation department, and referbirthday cakes and pies.
services.
ence and biographical
San Jose’s finest independent
After the changeover, the sixbakery
story north wing will be used as
follows: technical services and
reading room, first floor; current
periodicals and government publications, second floor; Education
,BREFIO Rn
Department’s library, third floor;
F-T,171,no 1:1 S TRY SHOP
27 C. S12,1 onronio ST.
Humanities’ library, fourth and
2 blocks t.orn campus
fifth floors; reading room, sixth ;
241180
IL..CY
floor.

The paper, "The Interpretation
of Roles," was read by Dr. Koestenbaum at the recent symposium
on "The Potential of Women," in
which he participated.
The three-day proceedings, held
at the University of California
Medical Center in San Francisco,
were televised over stations KQED
’ and KVIE (Channels 9 and 61.
Papers given at the symposium
will be published in book form by
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Wayne Kenniston, assistant reriun.

Repairs Completed
On Library Wing-April 16 Opening

NOW IT’S DM, AUTO SUPPLY
Urri Auto Supply)
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Mediation and c a
will conduct the.
e.. :, .. .,,,Ii.4.4
which is sponsored by the SJS Is.
dmu.est?rinahl eRrel:,,t_tiiltirnsaeCtlualst. mediat,,
Four of them will represent
la.
bor, four for management and ung

JUNE GRADUATES
Investigate the outstatalin;.:

with tlic
Nation’s Leading G r 0) w Ii
Bank.

career opportunities

Interviews on

March 19, 1963
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Training Section
Eighth and Hill
Los Angeles, California

Contact your
Placement Office

Bates on 2nd Team

Thi:rorls

Y

Movies
Soccer
films still be shots II at

Sldre’r

7 tonight in :11(1291, according
to Son .liew State isomer mentor
JUDY Menendez. ASH card-holdrrs null 17e adoidtted free.

liery needt.
y pastries,
es.
dependent
bakery

npus

III rP. ,Ole ol,1111 team
Another s
an S011iOls. Bill
Yonge, was go en honorable mention.
Santa Clara placed two, Joe
Weiss and Leroy Jackson. on the
second team, while Joe Lee of St
Mary’s and Lloyd Moffatt of petsnant-winning USF gained similar
laurels.
The Dons dominated the honorable mention list with four selectionsDave Lee, Duey Ti
as, .11111 Hroveln and Ed Thomas.
Others mentioned in the balloting were Lee Tinsley, Pepperdine;
Dick Schiendler
and
Wayne
Boehle, Loyola; Leo Middleton
Bill Wilson and Dick Davey, U01’
and Yonge of SJS.
In the final team statistics, US1-’
topped the circuit in three depart ments while St. Mary’s and Santa
Clara split the other two
Coach Pete Peletta’s champions
led in field goal percentage 148.11,
defense I 55.3
and rebounding
(56.81.
Coming within one point and
two seconds of the league flag,
Santa Clara %sits first lii Iree
throw perventage (73.9) and
’second in sat trust.
71.8). st.
Marys averaged 73.7 points per
gurue to win that honor.
Warla:k led the loop in individoat rebounding 1153 per gnme
and finished third to Gray alid

TAPE AHOY would be the cry of both Uoyd
Murad (11 of San Jose State and Eric Frische of
Stanford, if both men weren’t so intent on win-

fling the 100 at the Stanford Relays. Frisch,
barely edged out Murad in 9.8, with SJS’ Tom
Webb (r.) finishing third.

op Track Marks Needed
o Stymie Oregon State

San Jose State’s chances of win.
ning out over Oregon State in
their dual classic Saturday at
Spartan Field, rests chiefly in the
!hands, and feet, of a select group
sit SPartans.
Auto
Ltoyd Murad, Barry Rothman,
Insurance Wags Announced
Harry Edwards, Bob Lovejoy, Bob
Wornen and married men wrirr
21: $71 less $12 dividend, or net
Baughman and three pole vault of $ee (bawd on carreM IS per
sin? diridendi Single moo under
ers air- the SJS cindermen who
25 5252 less 240 dividend, or a not
isiuld springboard Bud Winter’s
of $212.
15,000
ti0/20.000 Iledily Injury
Unmet in scoring. USF’s Johnson aarriors into national prominency
Property Damage and nos Medical
Payments. Other ..... ages at cornwas first in field goal percentage with come through performances
Parable winds. Payments can be
158.1i, second in rebounding 115.11 against the lieate"
made once, twice or four times
year. Call or write for full inforReserve seats, figured earlier
and fourth in scoring 116.31.
mation to Georg!. CernpbII,
California Casualty. HMS The
Santa Clara’s Shields was the In the week to be a prenatal’.
Alameda, S.J. 244-9400.
free throw champ with an 85.2 are still ph-ntlful at Student Affairs Office, T II 16, Ha-so-rot’
tiecurato title.
prices rennin at 81.36 for ASS
)
)rl9
POO )t. _
v
card holders and $1:1 for the publie.
Winter’s thinclads rate even-up
ith the Beavers in squad ability.
Murad must slip past some
swift 051’ men In the 190. TillBrazilian hit a 9.6 In the Small
Colleges Meet. but was upset
Saturday at Stanford in a slow
(for him) 9.8.
Lou Fasano has a 52-6 best in
the shot put for Oregon State.
Rothman. who shoved the iron
Combination plate No. 2: A chicken tamale, one enchiball out to 52-11 last spring, can
lada, Spanish rice and green salad for only 41.25. Orders
only help SJS by winning. The
to go at no extra charge.
Beavers have enough depth here
to wrap up the remaining places.
Fasano has whirled the discus
Open Sun-Thurs. lit 10 p.m.
956 Pork Ave.
167 feet, hut the Spartans have a
293-1101
Fri. and Sat. ’Oil 2 a.m.
possible table-turner in 6-8 FA 11
n
Cl n. Cl
wards ;in 170-f,,,,1 thrower %%hen

r.

MEXICAN FOODS

he’s on. Edwards, bosse,,er,
been out to practice this week
since basketball ended Saturday.
Lovejoy truly have a h
advantage In the high jump, so twr.lir has an unofficial best of
6-61z. Three Heat erm have clear-

ed 64 thlte year.
Baughman, in the 330 hurdles.
javelin and triple jump, will hie...
to stack up in points in each event
Ii, challenge talented OSU stai
Gary Stenlund, who is tentatitely
oasishiled to go its fise events.

Frosh Face Andrew Hill
The San Jose State freshman
baseball will be looking for
its second victory of the sets’ n
this afternoon, when it faces Andrew Hill High School in a 3.30
contest on the Spartan diamond
The team lost to Arroyo High
School Tuesday, its third straight
loss after clumping Logan High
School in the opener.
John Lyon started sin II,
und for the 7.4117i frowli anti,
according to coach Bill Gustaf.

son, "got miserable fielding support."
Gustafson said that the startin,
lineup would probably
greato
revised for the game today, adding that his squad has scored Orli!.
one
ill its last three bull
It lee.
Jim Bowers, who played his
high school ball in Illinois, will
start on the mound against the
Andrew Hill squad. "Bowers. ’ GuslaIson said. "looked good against
Cal Saturday."

Juts YlcAulus, winner of thesingles title in the recent Northern California Intercollegiate tennis tournament. and Ms doubles
teammate. Doug Sykes, will be
leading the University of California
netters this afternoun as they face
the San Jose State squad at 2:30
on the Spartan Courts.
Mratanus led his squad to vit....!
tory in the tourney at Berkeley,’
winning the singles title and team-.
ing with Sykes to annex the
doubles crown. Spartan Coach
Butch Krikorian calls him "the
iop man In Northern california."
Dick Drake, San Jose’s top
loan, lout In,
Nlitirgielii in
the tourney aertil-finaln. Mine:
In turn, 1011 to McManus

In Go Goals Drake and iordk
Strait

If ml

Int
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ALL NEW 1963 CARS
AT LOWEST PRICES
Factory

Warranty, Doraler $ Siervic
Aiso used cars at neat low cl,sco,..nt

Coll 36144259
ilitircleood City)

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico
The Guadalajara Youraner
srl I, a fully accredited I. neter
of Arizona program con.
ducted in cooperation with pro.
restore from Stanford I n er .st
niser.sty of f,a1ifornia, tool I ’Ult.
dalajara sill offer July I to IP
gust II, art. folklore, geography.
language and literature
C011t.-.. Tuition. board and room
is 12411. Write Prof. Juan B. Had.
Box 7227, stanford, alil.
nI t

ALMA GOLF COURSE
son jose’s

newest, most modern
9 hole golf course

it) Only Lighted Golf
Course in Northern
California
GOLF
$1.00 students and faculty
MON. TFIRU

MINIATURE GOLF -75c- with A.S.B. Card
* 9-hole golf course
* puffing g r

* miniaturit

golf

* snack bar

ALMA GOLF COURSE
"lernber Spartan Fo,ndat;on
445 W. Alma St., San Joss

7 week session: July 8- August 24, 1963
10 week session: June 17- August 24, 1963

Division of Political Arts
comprehensive programs for upper division

1S

and graduate students combining fundamental courses (Theory of
Hi-tor or Factors in Social (hange) with area studies
focusing on problems of social change in China and Latin
America. (7 units)

Division of Languages & Civilizations

ay

Intensive undergraduate (elementary, intermediate, advanced, upper division) and graduate courses in French,
(arman. Italian, Japanese, Mandarin Chinese, Russian and
Spanish 16-11 units; combined elementary and intermediate. 16 units). Instruction at all levels by native instructors, in language being studied. Some language houses

available.

Accredited by the Western Assn. of Schools and Cola specialized institution granting the Master of Arts
In I raising foreign languages and political arts.
For

further information,

write to:

Director of Admissions

Monterey Institute of Foreign Studies
P.O. Box 1522, Monterey, California

Think & Read!

In many ways the story of the Thunderbird is one of
the most unusual in the automobile business. The
whole idea of the car was born at one of the great
European automobile shows. The then president of
our company pointed to some of the small, lush sports
cars that are always a center of attention at such
shows and asked his companion, "Why can’t we build
something like these?"

Crucial Tilt

9th Summer Session
DI

The story of a classic

ATO Wins

911onierey iniiiittie ft/ ..goreign Stutbei

Alpha Tau Omega scored twice
In the last minute and a half
Tuesday night, to score a 35-13
come -from -behind victory over Phi
Sigma Kappa, and throw the fraternity basketball league into a
tie for the first time in weeks.
Phi Sigma Kappa had been unbeaten until its meeting with ATO.
Now, both teams are 10-1.
In the final league games of the
year tonight, ATO will face Theta
Chi, while the Phi Sigs will be up
against Delta Upsilon. Both games
are set for 9:30.
In other action Tuesday, Delta
Sigma Phi beat Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 44-40; Delta Upsilon topped
Pi Kappa Alpha, 34-31; Theta Chi
nipped Sigma Phi Epsilon, 64-56;
Lambda (’hi Alpha dumped Sigma
Pi, 55-34, and Theta Xi whipped
Sigma Nu, 75-20.
According to Intramural Director Dan Unruh, wrestling entries
are due Tuesday, with badminton,
free throw and six-man volleyball
entries due Wednesday.

The companion, who later became a vice president
of the company, said, "It just so happens I have one
on the boards. I’ll show it to you when we get back to
Detroit." Then as fast as he could discreetly get to a
transatlantic telephone he called his assetant and told
him, "Remember that car we’ve been talking about?
Finish those sketches on it."
The Thunderbird became one of the few cars ever
built that was produced essentially as the original
sketches presented it. Most cars undergo countless
changes in the design period. But there was a natural
clarity and cleanness to the Thunderbird design that
immediately captured all of us at Ford.
It was probably this clean, sharp look that won so
many friends so fast when the car went into production. That first Thunderbird had its drawbacks. for
example, it was too soft -sprung tor true sports-car
handling. But, the truth is, it was not designed in the
European tradition ot the fast performance car. Some
people called it a sports car but we never did. We
called it a "personal" car; a small, fairly luxurious car
that was fun to look at and fun to drive. It had its
own udegritr it was one alone.
(f"""’""e-,.

We built the Thunderbird as a bellwether car for
Ford. It was our intention to test new ideas beture
we put them into our Fords, Fairlanes and Falcons.
The new Ford ride and Swing-Away steering wheel
appeared first on the Thunderbird, for instance. However, we never foresaw the extraordinary influence
Thunderbird would have on the whole automobile
business here and abroad. Almost everybody offers
the Thunderbird bucket seats these days. And the
Thunderbird look is the most decisive styling of the ’Ws.

--**4

Get Started Early
To Better those Grades

The Thunderbird is a classic, made so by a peculiar
magic ingredients of which we would love
so know the secret. We’re building cars right now we
hope will become classics, but the truth is. we don’t
make classics, we make cars. People make the car a
classic. And that’s the story oh the Thunderbird.

blend of

TEXT OUTLINES
Twentieth Century Views

Barrons Education Series

Cliff’s notes

1...ttlefield Adams outlines

Study Master Outlines

Schaurn’s Outline Series

Monarch outlines

Made Simple Series

Univ. Minnesota Pamphlets

Hymarx outline Series

Data Guides

Barnes & Noble Outlines

Robert’s Book Co.
Book Specialists

On 4th across from the Library

America’s liveliest,
most care -free cars!

1963

1_}r

and

the doubles nernifinaly.
Some of the other top players
Cal’s racquet squat! are Dick
Abramson. Barry 13itskaa and Tony
Price. According to Krikorian. most
of the Bear team is returning from
the 1962 squad, which was rankest
fourth in the nation.
Tuesday, the San Jose State
(rah team topped College of Sun
Mateo, 7-2. The SJS trash is now
2-1 on the year
hese lin

OUR TAMALE KITCHEN

13

DATI

Netters Meet Bears
On Spartan Courts

Gray ’Most Valuable’
In WCAC Selections

ste.c Gray,
at yiary’s loosard
WC’AC scoring
aho has won the
championship Ivo, yews in a row,
valuable player
viss named nand
at the league in the annual allyesterday.
star listings released
Gray, ’Abu shared the coveted
honor 5tith Peppenline’s Harry
Diane) last season, finished the
a blister year viith 289 points for
24.1 average and was fifth in
in conference rebounding with a
107 mark.
Joining Gray on the first team
(Mile
id the ins thirst squad were
Johnson. (SF center; Unmet
and Bob Werth*. l’epperdine
falleartlii unit Gene Shields, Santa Clara forward.
San Jose State failed to land a
berth on the first five, but senior
forward Dennis Bates received

aP4RTAN

197,

March :4

FORD

IIILC011 FAIIILANIL ions TIWIIC4J1/119)
FOR 60 YEARS THE SYMBOL OF DEPENDABLE PRODUCTS

zned.......) MOTOR COMPANY

1311’ItT

Spartaguide

’rh,:rmlie. March 14. 1363

%N DULY

Swedish Summer
Applications Ready

Balkans’ Class
Begins Friday
a group of
The Balkan
SJS students interested in Balkanl
and near-eastern culture, will sponsor a beginner’s class tomorrow ,
evening at 7:30 in WG22.
The "kolo", or line dance, will be
taught by Dr. Helen Doerr of the
women’s Physical Education Department. There will be no charge
for the instruction.
Partners are unnecessary in that
,cmithe dance is pet formed in

DON’T PANIC
This Early In
The Semester

University of Uppsala, Sweden.
with the cooperation of Long
Beach State College. will hold its
first international summer session
this year. Deadline for application
is March 18.
To qualify, applicants must have
completed the freshman year at an
accredited college or university:
present two letters of recommendation, and receive cleatance from
the Uppsala Screening Committee.
Application forms may be picked
up at the dean of students’ office.
Adm269. according to Don Ryan,
assistant to the dean of students.
1963SUMMER SESSIONS ABROAD
University of San Francisco
GUADALAJARA mw co-June 29.4.14 3
1240.00 includes tuition, board and
room and activities.
vALENCIA, Spein-June 21 August 21
Sevwel plans to fit individual tee, iements from 1625 DO including
ru 6on, board and room, activities,
and ROUND.TRIP IV PLANE NEW
YORK-MADRID-VALENCIA.
PALMA de MALLORCA, Spain-July & August 24
Severel plans to fit indivIduel requirements from $693.10 Including
tuition. board and room, activities,
and ROUND-TRIP IT PLANE NEW
VORK-MADRID-PALMA.
INFORMATION: Dr. Carlos G. Souses
Univrsity of San Francisco

LYKE
Is Coming
March 20
BUY ONE!

TODAY:
Cafe Capers: Dancing from 2-3
p.m. in cafeteria.
Women’s Recreation Assn.: Competitive swimming at 4:50 p.m.;
basketball at 7 p.m.; WG.
Society of Automotive Engineers: Film on the "Secret Door";
TH20, 7:30 p.m.
Student Peace Union: "Study’ discussion" committee meeting;
CH167. 3:30 p.m.
Spartan Tours: Election of offieers and selection of trips: IA108,
7 p.m.
American Chemical Society: Dr.
Irving Langmuir. Nobel Prize winner, describes properties of molecules; Film on "Surface Chemistry": S164. 1:30 p.m.
Hiliel: Roller Skating Party at
Rollerland on Alameda; ear peel
meets at Eighth and San Carla.:
sts 7.30 p.m.
Baptist Student Union: "Christianity. The Student, and Language Groups": Memorial Chapel,
7 p.m.
SJS Amateur Radio Club: Meets
in IA240, 3:30 p.m.
Young Republicans: Councilman
James Donati of Los Gatos speaks
on economic freedom; S164, 8 p.m.

Itociate professor of psychology,
speaks at home of Dr. Brian Pendleton. 344 N. 21st St., 8 p.m.
Women’s Recreation Aiwa.: Tumbling in \VG. 3:30 p.m.
Sperech and Hearing Club: Students us ill talk with student teachers in the field; SD235, 12:30 p.m.
Student Peace Union: "Peace Information Booth" committee meets
at San Jose Peace Center on Porter Blvd., 7 p.m.

TOMORROW:
Balkan Alliance: F1 ee dance lessons given .0 special beginners’
class; WG.’1 7:10 p.m.
Ben C Finney, asMO Chi:

Tuesday, March 19Glendora
Unified School District, Glendora,
Los Angeles County. Fontana Unified School District. Fontana, San
liernardino County. Placer Joint
I ’nion High School, Auburn. Placer
’only. St. Helena Unified School

San Francisco it, California

LOOKIVG FOR A
BETTER HAIRCUT?

Job Interviews

CUT

$233

PHONE CY4-160I
THE STANLEY WARREN SHOP
17 Seu:4 Second Sr

STANLEY

San low

OPEN
Monday
Thursday
Friday
TILL 9

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

ELECTRONIC PARTS & HI Fl EQUIPMENT

United Radio and T.V. Supply Co.
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
1425 W. SAN CARLOS

(:1 8-1212

CLASSIFIEDS

MGP

-

II -Best ofIer.

Mk

-

C...r

A

sc.
2-.2’

HUMIDOR
SMOKE SHOP
I across from

H.10

-’

CV 74653

District, St. Helena, Napa County.
Wednesday, March 20- -Visalia
Public Schools, Visalia, Tulare
County. El Rancho Unified School
District, Pico Rivera, Los Angeles
Monday, March 18San Juan County. Napa Public Schools,
Unified School District, Carmi- Napa, Napa County.
Thursday, March 21Anaheim
chael, Sacramento County. Cajon
Valley City Elementary School Union High School District, Anaheim, Orange County (also on
District. El Cajon. San Diego
Friday). Liberty Union High
Schools,
County. Woodland Public
School District, Brentwood, ConWoodland, Yolo County. Marina tra Costa County. Covina Valley
School District, Marina, Monterey Unified School District, Covina,
Los Angeles County.
County.
(Interviews for teaching positions in
California are now being held in Adrn
234, between 9 a.m. end 4:30 p.m.
Signup sheets are now available. Students are requested to sign up
early.ED.)

Friday, March 22Pomona Unified School District, Pomona, and
Long Beach Unified School District, Long Beach, both in Los Angeles County. Monterey Public
S ch oo Is, Monterey, Monterey
County.

339 S. 1st St.

Visofts

SAVE ALL THE
YEAR ’ROUND
Brushed Mohair
$1.75, 40 gram ball
This is just a sample
of the savings it . .

THE YARN SHOP
319 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
San Jose (opposite Emporium)
Open Mon.

& Thurs.

’.."":06"
* Imported Pipes
and Tobaccos
* Meerschaum end
Calabash Pit.,
* Smokers Accesor,
* Complete Stock
of Magazines
-fp Barnes & Noble
College Outline Series

Eons., 7 1

TODAY:
County of Lon: Angeles Criminology, sociology, public administration and psychology majors
along with real estate. business
administration. political science
and government majors for probation officer trainees and administrative analyst aid positions. Citizenship required.
General Dynamics - Electrical
engineers for engineering positions.
Citizenship required.
Electrical engineers,
IBM
chemical and mechanical engineers along with math, chemistry
and physics majors for research
and development positions. In addition, any major for typewriter
and dictation equipment sales.
TOMORROW:
Fibreboard Chemists. chemical,
Industrial and mechanical engineers for production and research

IS THIS THE WAY YOU’LL
CHOOSE YOUR JOB?

Arthur Young & Co. Accounting majors for staff accountants.

WANTED
%Valton’n: Grizzly Lodge- Boys’
.
sraaoac.Iuslimmer camp -Men for counsel 2t4 -6414. Ee. 2081 :ing positions. Summer only.
4, 5,6 Raun.
Chemistry
Electro - Chirniess
p it ions.
Guy to share unapp. house with 4 I TIThjOIN for che,
,,
$25 month, 15 So. 12th. 293- !I soMeral
Elect rical
Ds 11.111111 - i
!
for en
posiengineers
firm. Cirizon.hip
Dishwasher wanted for dinner men
41. meal. Call CV 7-9989.
I.
21" is’:
Male roommate

I

Heweiin steel guitar

Dr. Dwight Bentel, head of
the
Department of Journalism and
Ad.
vertising, and Charles V.
Kamen,
professor of journalism, mall
ac.
(Ap:my the lb-legal..

mowing

A’,ve

reirEe
-AC; C

Teaching Interviews

TV news dissemination. politics
and the press and related topics.
Speeches and panel discussions
will be held on the UCLA campus.
Delegates from SJS are: Manuel
Robles, chief delegate; Bob Pacini,
editor, Spartan Daily; Kent VlauLin, advertising manager, Spartan
Daily; Ron Hall, business manager,
La Torre; Pleasant Hill, editor, La
Torre; Penny Furtney, section editor, La Torre: Barbara Mitchell,
advertising manager. Lyke, and
Chris Headings, editor, Lyke.

I oiled Technology Cente r-i’s and chemistry majors,
:-cchanical. civil, chemical, and
-loci rical engineers for research,
’iterations and development psi- Ions.

Spattana
FOR SALE

Eight student delegates from the
SJS Journalism and Advertising
Department will attend the annual
California Intercollegiate Press Asconvention in
sociation (CIPA
Los Angeles March 28-30.
The convention will conduct panel discussions on administration
and business management of the
press, futures in journalism, radio-

Interviews are now being held in
Building X, 303 S. Ninth St., between
9:15 a.m. and 4:15 p.m. Appointment ,
lists are put out in advance. Students
are requested to sign up early.ED.

CUT
includes cutting,
RESTYLE
shaping shampoo, dressing, SaSO
U
razor cut and finished style
$300
RAZOR CUTS
STANLEYWARR EN

’Eight Students TO Attend Convention
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Superfluous heir removed for life A, L.
Nantelle. R.E. 210 So. 1st, 294-4499
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LES L10ENCIES/

SERVICES
^ Auto insurance for students. Phone 245
2420. Chet Eteiley Ins. 385 So.

Hoorn,

Fr,,P

SA I F

100 wedding invitations.
. gold, free AL 29191, dey

FOP RENT
$71 S1

Piped
Ins

r

.(

7i377

’A.

Available For housework on Sat iv
’ rA 294 2922

Typing per pege. Scr .
Approved men’s toeriment contract, 297 7 ’
54.
informotion eel!
F -. ter F’
i0 C." 48741. You can
CLASSIFIED RATES.
eegIssege
Ion+,
25t line first insertion
20a a line succeeding insertions
Porn. I bdrrn. apt usepo. 633 So 8t12 line minimum
Apt 1 sdrm
Pi,e lure

fen,

- 585
730.I49F
2’?

So 1.2;IS

Lg.. turn 2 mm apt. 13r 1 or 2 560 $AFi
no. 505 5 /th. 294-6879 aft, 2.

TO PLACE AN AD:
Call it Student Affairs 0440’. -Boom 16 To... Hall co
Send in Needy Ordeir Blank
wtHr Check et Mersey Order.
No Phone Orders

CANVAS OXFORD
Sure grip with
Anti-Slip Rubber Sole

by
Top -Sider
$9.95

C1)0SRCCS Ed
Campus Shop
College
SO South Fourth

San .1,-,ve State

Also Town I Country Village

If you flip a coin between just a couple of jobs, you’re not giving yourself the best odds
on real opportunity. Give yourself better than 50-50 by looking at both sides of the coin,
with every company. The Bell System, for example. Talk to our college interviewer and
you’ll find we offer excellent opportunities for you technical, engineering, business and
liberal arts majors to put what you know to work. Plus some unique advantages: immediate responsibility, rapid advancement, and an atmosphere you can grow in. We’ll
have to be honest about the odds, though. If you qualify for a job with the Bell System
(and the odds are just 1 in 7 you will , we’ll give you every chance for a top career.
We’re looking for the heads-up man. Openings in the following Bell System Companie5:
Nro_AND tEL & tt.L r,o. . zem rm tIN 1477, f Nr,LApez VII rte’
rrl
,
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INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS MARCH 21 & 22, 1963

